YOUR FIRST PORT OF CALL FOR HIGH CALIBRE
PRINTING AND DISTINCTIVE MERCHANDISE
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Did you know that as well as being one
of London’s leading printing and design
companies, we also source and design
promotional branded goods? Even
better, we are right on your doorstep!
From our offices in Lovat Lane,
EC3 we offer superior customer
service, outstanding quality and
competitive pricing.
Leading organisations look to
us for creative inspiration in the
development of both their printed
material and their promotional
goods. In addition, we provide
in-house digital printing for urgent
presentations and documents.
These services are available 24
hours a day.
PRINTING AND DESIGN
Northpoint specialises in the
production of reports, brochures,
presentations, all marketing
materials, folders and stationery.
We offer exceptional quality, total
attention to detail and cost-effective
options for our clients, but also
provide very fast turn around times.

BRANDED GOODS AND
PROMOTIONAL GIFTS
Branded goods are a proven,
cost-effective way of marketing
your company to an extremely
large audience. We manufacture
and source a wide range of high
quality products, all of which can
be personalised with your company
logo and any other information
which you may wish to promote.
WE WORK GLOBALLY
We enjoy excellent relationships
with insurance companies and
financial institutions, not only
in London but in the Channel
Islands, the Isle of Man, the
US, India, Canada and most
European countries.
A full translation service for multilanguage documents is available
when required.

Give us a call! +44 (0)20 7283 4060
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PRINTING
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Northpoint offers both digital and
traditional lithographic printing
services, 7 days a week.
DIGITAL PRINTING
Whether it's a fast approaching
deadline, or you just can't wait
to see the final product, our on
demand digital presses and team
of skilled operators give you
the quickest turnaround without
sacrificing the quality you expect.
Our goal is a 24 hour turnaround
time for most of our clients' projects.
As with traditional printing, we offer
a wide range of paper options and
finishing – matt and gloss laminating,
saddle-stitching and perfect binding.
For on demand printing with true
colours, we are able to print using
CMYK and Pantone colours, giving
your digital printing the ability to
match your large litho print runs.

LITHO PRINTING
Litho (offset) printing creates
clear, smooth, sharp images
and text on a variety of materials
at relatively low costs.
We print long-run (2,000+ copies)
projects on conventional litho
presses, from 2 to 8 colours. By
using this process we can create
excellent economies of scale and
a wide range of finishing options,
without compromising quality.
As with our digital printing service
we are able to fulfil very quick
turnaround times when required.

Request a quote: sales@northpointprint.com
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“

Just a brief, but heartfelt thank you for all the inordinate amount
of effort and time you put in. On behalf of all the Board.

”

Chairman, LAA
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How can we help? +44 (0)20 7283 4060

PRINTING SUMMARY
We print and finish a wide range of items. If your requirements
are not listed below then please do contact us and we will be
delighted to assist you on your particular project.
BROCHURES
Our designers have a wealth of experience and will design and
print your brochures to be effective - not just good-looking.
PRESENTATIONS & FOLDERS
We can produce your presentations at very short notice, so we are
an ideal, economic solution if you have a meeting the next day.
ANNUAL REPORTS
We work with many PLCs, designing and distributing their annual
reports in printed and online, digital formats. These processes
can be carried out simultaneously.
STATIONERY
Whether you are ready to go straight to print or need a little help
turning your idea into an actual design, our stationery specialists
have the expertise to make it happen.
For quality stationery with that little bit extra we also offer
engraving, embossing, thermography and foil blocking.
BROCHURES

PRESENTATIONS

ANNUAL REPORTS

STATIONERY
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DESIGN
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A little bit about us
We deliver visually attractive designs that
communicate a clear message.
Northpoint can take care of your
ongoing design needs, print and
digital - helping you to connect with
your customers.
Our services include branding,
graphic design, print design,
packaging and media. We work
with a wide range of clients - from
small start-ups to public limited
companies. We provide a total
service, from creative to production
and output of digital and traditional
print material.
We don’t just consider the style of
your designs, we assess and make
suggestions on the substance too.
Since our expertise is not confined
to one discipline we are able to offer
unbiased recommendations that
work best for you.

To make sure your final product
reflects the quality and attention
to detail that you desire, the team
utilises the very latest technology
and design software. We provide
scanning, retouching, page layout,
version building and variable data
print programming. Whatever the
project budget, turnaround time
or content of your printed piece,
Northpoint has a design option to
meet your needs.
'Good' is acceptable to some, but
at Northpoint we expect our work to
be 'great'.
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“

Many thanks to you and your team for the tremendous hard
work you all put in. Very, very much appreciated.
Director, BDO LLP
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How can we help? +44 (0)20 7283 4060

”

also...
All members of the Northpoint
team have extensive experience
in designing brochures, annual
reports and presentations for a
wide range of clients - including
insurance companies and
underwriters, investment banks,
law firms, fund managers and
public limited companies.
We provide creative design,
corporate identity development
and typesetting and work in both
MAC and PC platforms on projects
of all sizes - from entire direct
mail campaigns to simply putting
finishing touches to a brochure.
At Northpoint these services are
neither complicated nor expensive
and have the added advantages of
also saving you valuable time.

ANNUAL REPORTS & BROCHURES
Small, perfectly formed, very
friendly and meticulous with detail.
We listen, we advise, we design, we
edit, we produce. We understand
that your report's design isn't just
how it looks, but how it works.
We provide two alternatives in
producing your annual report.
Where you have the luxury of a
longer ‘lead time’ we have a fully
bespoke service – from initial client
consultations, through design
development, to typesetting.
The second option is to select
a style from one of 15 different
designs. We then flow your text into
the chosen design and provide you
with a full colour PDF proof.
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PROMOTIONAL
GOODS
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Let Northpoint help you make
your business stand out from your
competitors.
Keeping your company name at the
forefront of your customers’ minds is
the key to repeat business. But how
do you make sure your business
stands out from your competitors?
PERSONALISATION IS THE
ANSWER
Promotional products offer the
highest rate of return on an
advertising investment because they
reach customers and clients directly,
offering a more tactile and immediate
experience on a regular basis.
When it comes to advertising recall,
promotional goods win over other
traditional advertising methods with
a recall rate of 82.7%*.
*Independent BPMA Research, May 2012

Producing personalised branded
merchandise used to require
either a huge budget or a large
production run. Happily this
is no longer the case: we can
manufacture high quality branded
products from small ‘runs’ of 25
units up to much larger quantities.
This makes personalisation a
much more attractive option for
businesses and allows you to build
your brand image and awareness
in a very creative way without
committing too much financially.
 Notebooks and journals
 Umbrellas
 Leather goods
 USB sticks & powerbanks
 Pens & pencils
 Clothing & sportswear
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PENS/PENCILS

“

There are a thousand thoughts lying within a man that he does
not know till he takes up the pen to write
William Makepeace Thackeray

”

Cost effective and durable pens that
leave a long-lasting impression!
Promotional pens are probably one
of the most effective marketing
tools you can have. With your logo
printed on such a useful item it will
ensure maximum exposure for your
organisation.
Whether as giveaways at events, in
your meeting room or engraved as
part of a corporate gift, your identity
will be eloquently communicated
via the versatility of a branded pen.

attractive range of eco-friendly and
recycled designs for those who
want to do their bit for the planet.
How we help:
 Free artwork assistance
 Free visual proof before we start
printing
 Upload your artwork in any format
e.g. jpg, pdf, eps
 Minimum order quantities start at
just 50 pens

The choice is huge - low cost
plastic pens, classic gift boxed
And we brand pencils!
pens, executive fountain pens, LED
ball pens and beautiful hand-turned Contact our sales team or email us
wooden pens. We customise to your a quick enquiry and we’ll get back
requirements. We also produce an
to you to discuss your needs.

FOUNTAIN PENS

LED BALL PENS

PENCILS

Give us a call! +44 (0)20 7283 4060

BALLPOINT PENS
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NOTEBOOKS
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Northpoint prides itself on customising
high quality notebooks and diaries –
infusing tailor-made designs into
premium brands.
These attractive books are perfect
both for advertising your business
and as a corporate gift, and we
can supply them in personalised
packaging and presentation boxes.
We offer branding of Moleskine,
Castelli and Leuchtturm products,
as well as other brands.
Not only can you choose from a
large range of colours and sizes, our
latest notebooks also allow you to
fully brand over the entire cover in full

colour. These can still be embossed
and foil blocked after printing.
By suggesting fresh ideas to promote
your company, we are certain we will
find you an excellent, cost-effective
solution with these notebooks.
If you are not sure exactly what you
are looking for then please contact
our sales team for recommendations
or to request a sample.

How can we help? +44 (0)20 7283 4060
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LEATHER GOODS
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Northpoint offers a wide range of
beautifully made leather goods.
Our products are all manufactured
to exacting standards and we
strive continuously to source the
best both in quality and range.
They will therefore convey a high
perceived value to your client,
whilst representing excellent
value for money to you.
The most popular form of branding
is to place your embossed logo
in a prominent position, so that
the recipient has a constant
yet subtle reminder of your
organisation. For stronger
brand impact we utilise brass
embossing and ‘blind blocking’
engraved blocks for the highest
quality personalisation imprint.
If preferred we can also screen
print your message on to the

item or attach a pre-printed
or engraved metal badge.
Our most popular items include:
 Credit card cases
 Travel card & Oyster holders
 Wallets & passport holders
 Change/cufflink trays
 Organisers & notebooks/ jotters
 Mobile phone & tablet cases
 Boardroom coasters & placemats
 Desktop pen holders
 Key fobs & Golf scorecard holders
All products can be made in
either high quality soft, smooth
Malvern leather or full, high
grained Nappa leather. All items
can be supplied in tissue-lined,
pre-printed presentation cases.

Email your query to sales@northpointprint.com
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UMBRELLAS

“

The best thing one can do when it's
raining is to let it rain

”

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Branded umbrellas are a substantial
and generous gift.
Promotional umbrellas are one of the
most 'high return' promotional items
on the market. Imprinted umbrellas
are fantastic at reaching an
audience not otherwise interested in
traditional advertising. Our umbrellas
fit the bill perfectly as they are
perceived to be of high monetary
value and simultaneously attractive
and practical.
As a large, highly visible everyday
object there is ample room on an
umbrella for a large logo, company
name, website and scope to
customise the colours to the overall
branding scheme.
Usually associated with successful
companies, branded umbrellas
work very well as a generous
gift due to their long usable life,
perceived cost of production and
high practicality. You can rest
assured that unlike some lower
value promotional items, no-one
will throw out your new branded
umbrella gift! Umbrellas also serve
well as an employee recognition or
recruitment gift.

WHY DO NORTHPOINT
UMBRELLAS PERFORM SO WELL?
Due to their lifetime guarantee and
great quality our umbrellas are a
perfect giveaway - especially for an
outdoor, sport, or travel event.
You can choose from over 100
different colours of high quality
water-repellent fabric and we can
match almost any personalised
branding colour you desire.
Northpoint specialises in Pantone
(PMS) matching so if you like we can
colour match the umbrella’s canopy
to your corporate colours, with a
minimum order of only 500 units.
We also offer a number of branding
features, from printed and
embroidered tie wraps to printed
sleeves. And for the ultimate standout corporate umbrella we can
produce a double-layer canopy, with
one of your colours on the outside
and the other on the entire inside!

Request a quote: +44 (0)20 7283 4060
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UMBRELLAS CONTINUED
Northpoint produces bespoke branding and logo
printing to your requirements with no fuss.
OUR PRODUCTION PROCESS:
Choose your
Umbrella style

Decide on your
Canopy colour

Telescopic umbrellas:
Automatic, folding,
push-button open and
close mechanism.
Can be printed on up
to 8 panels. Protective
sheath can also be
branded.

Agree design
and layout

Walking umbrellas:
Perfect for commuting.
With a choice of
wooden or rubber
handles and pushbutton opening these
umbrellas are one
of our most popular
ranges.

Production
starts

On time
delivery!

Golf umbrellas:
Available in single
and double canopy,
as well as storm proof
(vented) and with extra
strong, lightweight
fibreglass shaft and
frame. The quality
speaks for itself.

Give us a call: +44 (0)20 7283 4060
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SEEDED PAPER
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How can we help? +44 (0)20 7283 4060

And now for something
completely different...
We think our latest exciting product
might grow on you.
Using this newest addition to our
promotional offer, all-natural seeded
paper now literally embeds your green
credentials into your corporate literature,
before blossoming into the ultimate
symbol of environmental responsibility –
beautiful flowers!
Our seeded paper is made with a
unique manufacturing process which
impregnates 100% recycled paper with
flower seeds and uses only soy-based
inks and organic pigments.

It is also incredibly versatile – it can be
cut or moulded into any shape, whether
for corporate invitations, brochures or
signature stationery for example.
When planted, each handmade seeded
paper sheet acts like mulch to retain
moisture for the seeds. So when your
clients have finished with the product,
they can simply plant it indoors or out,
and be reminded of your inspirational
message every time they catch sight of
the ensuing floral display!
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WHAT ELSE MAKES US DIFFERENT?
SECURITY
Northpoint systematically
examines information security
risks, taking account of potential
threats and their impacts. We
have designed and implemented
a clear, comprehensive system of
information security controls and
other forms of risk treatment to
address those potential risks.
We also maintain a thorough
management process to ensure
that the information security
controls continue to meet our
information security needs.

OVERSEAS DELIVERIES
Overseas deliveries inevitably
utilise airfreight, so we strive to
reduce the carbon output impact
as far as we can. We ensure our
airfreight partner collects our
deliveries as part of a “round” of
collections so that individual trips
to the airport are avoided.

NORTHPOINT SUPPORTS

All documents submitted to
Northpoint are worked on exclusively
at our offices in London EC3.
DELIVERY WITHIN THE UK
Northpoint's UK partner for all
UK deliveries was accredited
Carbon Clear in 2006. All carbon
output is audited annually and this
allows us to provide our clients
with a sustainable carbon delivery
profile. Furthermore the majority of
deliveries within the City of London
and the West End are executed
by bicycle courier, reducing our
carbon output even more.
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The Woodland Centre Trust
For children and young people
with special needs

How can we help? +44 (0)20 7283 4060

ENVIRONMENT
NORTHPOINT PRINTING LTD
RECOGNISES THE NEED FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND
CONTINUALLY AIMS TO IMPROVE
THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT OF
ALL OF ITS ACTIVITIES.
To this end we implement a strict
environmental policy which ensures
that we exercise proper control
over our activities to discourage
environmentally damaging and
wasteful practices. Northpoint
complies with all requirements of
legislation and is always striving to
achieve ever improved standards.
100% RECYCLED – A UNIQUE
PRODUCT
Continuing our commitment to
responsible manufacturing and
environmental protection we are
proud to announce that we were
the first financial printer to now use
100% recycled colour digital paper
stock. This product is manufactured
from waste normally destined for
landfill so this paper really will
‘tick the box’ for you with regard to
illustrating that you are committed to
corporate social responsibility.
All waste produced at our office,
including domestic garbage, is
100% recycled.
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PLEASE CALL US TO DISCUSS
YOUR REQUIREMENTS:

+44 (0)20 7283 4060
www.northpointprint.com
sales@northpointprint.com
Northpoint Printing Ltd
31 Lovat Lane
London EC3R 8EB UK

“

Thank you so much for all your help and delivering to
New York in time. Everything worked out perfectly !
Head of Investor Relations. PAI Partners Paris

”

